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INTRODUCTION

The second season of the R.S. Peabody Foundation's endeavors
in the Ayacucho-Huanta region of highland Peru was concerned chiefly

with excavation in contrast to the 1969 season that was mainly survey.

However, the basic problem of the project was still the understanding of

the origins of agriculture and concomitant development of primary
civilization in the nuclear area, Peru (MacNeish, 1969). The results

of the 1969 season's endeavors had allowed us to define more explicitly

the regional and local archaeological problems. Thus, much of this

year's work was oriented toward their solution.

Obviously, a basic problem of the 1970 season was the obtaining

of a sound pre-ceramic chronology with adequate samples of artifacts

from stratified sites in a number of different ecological zones. We
almost attained this objective through the excavation of twelve stratified

sites that yielded a complete pre-ceramic sequence from about 8500

to 1700 B. C. in three ecological zones while the other two zones, the

humid scrub forest and tundra, yielded two sequences respectively, one
from about 9500 to 6000 B. C. and the other from 7000 to 2000 B. C.

We also had 26 radiocarbon dates determined for these zones.

A second major problem or set of major problems concerned the

earliest materials, that is, those before 12,000 B.C. (MacNeish,
Berger and Protsch, 1970). We now have more adequate samples of

these remains, over 244 artifacts, many fossil animal bones and better

C14 dates. Also some studies of pollen, soils, glaciation and paleonto-

logy are underway and these should tell us much about these early

horizons. Further, this year's studies have added some materials in

the gap between the earlier Ayacucho material and what was next in our

sequence at the end of last season's, that is, the Puente complex.

Puente, which was meagerly represented by the previous season's work,

has been greatly augmented and refined. It is also radiocarbon dated.

Jaywa was fairly well represented last season so it presented a

lesser number of problems, but now components of it have been dug in

all five of our ecological zones and we believe now we have data that will

allow us to understand the seasonal subsistence cycle of the people in

this period, the transition from hunting to plant collecting and perhaps

incipient agriculture and herding.

The following Piki phase, which had definite evidence of agri-

culture, is also far better known from excavated components in at least

three different environmental life zones. Problems concerning the last

two pre-ceramic periods, Chihua and Cachi, were not totally solved but

we did get more material for each of them, more satisfactory dates and

more information on agriculture. Unfortunately, the necessary open

sites of this period did not get excavated and must await future seasons.

We, also, still have many problems concerning the ceramic hori-

zons although we did obtain some new information about these phases.
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Obviously , much analysis of material remains and many of our

interdisciplinary studies have only just commenced. All in all, however,
though many problems remain much data was acquired that will bear
upon the answers to many of the regional problems that confronted us as

the season began. In the following pages, we will more fully document
this statement by indicating just what was done and what was found.

Before we do this, however, we feel it necessary to thank the

many individuals who aided and assisted us. First and foremost, we
owe a great debt of gratitude to Hermann Busse de la Guerra, President
of the Patronato Nacional de Arqueologia of Peru and, as well, we
would like to thank the head of the Casa de Cultura of Peru, Dr. Cesar
Miro, Dr. Arturo Jimenez Borja, sub-director of the Casa de Cultura
and Dr. Carlos Guzman Ladron de Guevara, director of Monumentos
Arqueologicos who were not only responsible for giving us our official

permit, but also aided us with all sorts of official governmental trans-

actions. We are also indebted to Dr. Jorge Muelle C. director of the

Museo Nacional de Antropologia y Arqueologica as well as Antonio
Espejo and Rogger Ravines of the same institution who helped us with

much sage advice and specifically with the exporting of specimens for

analyses. Again, as with our first season both national and local

officers of Peru were courteous, efficient and friendly and we would like

to thank these many unnamed and unsung helpers.

On the local level we again received the utmost cooperation from
the people of the Universidad Nacional de San Cristobal de Huamanga in

Ayacucho. From an administrative standpoint, we would thank the

Rector of the University, Ingeniero Roberto Ishikawa Trevino, and the

head of the Department of Anthropology, Professor Mario Benavides
Calle. There, however, is another group from the University whose
work was basic to our whole endeavors and these were the many students

who stuck with us through thick and thin and did most of the field and

laboratory work. Therefore, we are deeply grateful to the following

students for working in the field with us: Hernan Carillo, Carlos Chahud,
Victor Contreras, Freddy Ferrua, Alfredo Olivas, Oscar Parodi,

Ernesto Saez, Edmundo Pinto, Rubin Quinde, Fermin Rivera, Idilio

Santillana, Elias Vasques and Juan Villa. Beside these many students

who helped in the field, we also had working with us in the lab a number
of steady and careful workers and we owe them a vote of thanks. These
include: Victor Cardenas, Teodoro Espino, Fernando Arce, Lucho
Greta, Eduardo Tello, Jaime Urrutia and Mario Vasquez.

We also are indebted to Peter Jensen of Iquitos who came to our

rescue in starting the excavations of Pikimachay early in the 1970 season

and Robert Vierra, a graduate at the University of New Mexico, who was
with us during the latter half of the season. We also would like to thank

his wife, Sandy, who helped us for a short period as an artist. We also

appreciate the efforts of James Levine of Boston University who did some
of our photography. Dr. Luis Guillermo Lumbreras of the University of

San Marcos and his students Berta Vargas, Rosa Mendoza, Fernandes
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and Marcela Rios Rodriquez who not only undertook analysis of ceramic
materials from the survey but made important stratigraphic excavations

at Conchopata must, also, be thanked. In the same category are Gary
Vescelius of Queens University and his eleven American student helpers
who dug at Wichqana and elsewhere. Finally, we appreciate all the

efforts of over 80 workmen from all over the valley who actually did the

digging.

Besides our own group we received aid and advice from a whole
series of distinguished visitors and I would like to thank them all. These
would include: Cynthia Irwin-Williams, William Mayer -Oakes, Alan
and Ruth Bryan, Ted and Alice Kehoe, Mr. and Mrs. W. Conklin, John
Pfeiffer, Rex Gonzalez, Lee Parsons, Barbara Price, Craig Morris,
Rosa Fung, Ed Lanning, Junius Bird, Mary Ellen Conaway, John
Isabell, Ramero Matos and his students from the University of the

Central Andes in Huancayo.
Needless to say, none of our endeavors could have been accom-

plished without our basic administrative and household unit under the

able direction of Gordon Hadden. We were a big outfit with over 100

employees working for a period of more than six months far in an
isolated region. As expected, we had crisis after crisis and Gordon
Hadden met each one with success and was continually doing things above
and beyond the call of duty. Without him we couldn't have gone on and we
cannot possibly express our gratitude to him. We also are appreciative

of the efforts of the household staff that include: Manuel Canepa, our
cook; and his two assistants, Teodosia Gutierrez and Aurelia Espino;
Angelica Palonino, our laundress; Alejandro Guiterrez and Teodoro
Espino, our handymen and Juan Vasquez our chauffeur and mechanic.

We are, also, in debt to Dr. Richard Lieban and his staff of the

National Science Foundation for their assistance in making available

Grant no. S002927 to us as well as the help they gave us with its

administration.

On the home front I, also, would like to thank my very efficient

administrative assistant, Theodora George, who acted as administrative

liaison between the National Science Foundation and our group in the

field.

The final group I would like to thank are the specialists who
cooperated with us. These would include: Dr. Nathan Rutter of the

Geological Survey of Canada and Grayson Meade of the Department of

Archaeology of the University of Calgary who worked during the early

part of the season in Ayacucho on the Geomorphology and the Paleon-
tology, respectively. Of equal importance was the work of Dr. Barbara
Pickersgill of the University of Reading who continued her botanical

researches during the latter part of the season. One other visitor to be
thanked is Daniel Wolfson of the University of Oklahoma who began
studies on an experimental basis in archaeomagnetism. Other special-

ists who did not come with us to the field but to whom we owe a debt of

gratitude include Walton Galinat of the University of Massachusetts who
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undertook studies of our corn, and Dr. Thomas Whittaker of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture who studied our squash remains. Also, in

this group are Drs. W. Libby, R. Berger and R. Protsch of U. C. L. A.
,

as well as J. Buckley of Teledyne Isotopes who undertook radiocarbon
determinations and Dr. B. Patterson of Harvard University who iden-
tified paleontological specimens.

On a completely different level we also must say something about
a tragic happening in Ayacucho and there are no words fitting to express
our feeling or tell of what a debt of gratitude we owed Dr. Eric O. Callen
who died of a heart attack peacefully in his sleep in Ayacucho on
August 22, 1970. We had worked with Eric for over 15 years and bene-
fited from his studies and enjoyed his friendly and stimulating company
and it is impossible to write adequately about the loss of a friend and
colleague. He pioneered a whole new field of study which joined
archaeology and botany. The results of his investigations were major
contributions to knowledge. His endeavors and his person are irreplace-
able. Perhaps as a final word we can say that his memory lives on in

the mind of his many friends and his contributions to knowledge give him
a kind of immortality that few obtain. His epitaph fittingly reads, Eric
Callen 1912-1970, "In Search of Knowledge."

EXCAVATIONS

As an introduction to this section briefly summarizing our
excavations, it seems pertinent to give the schedule of our operations.

The season really began with the arrival of Gordon Hadden and Peter
Jensen in late February and they immediately began making ready our
living arrangements and our equipment. Shortly thereafter, Peter
Jensen began directing the clearing of the tons of rock out of the south

room of Pikimachay Cave that overlay the sealed Zone h with fossil

bones associated with artifacts. In mid-March one of the authors,
Miss Nelken, came to get the lab ready for the big push while the senior

author, MacNeish, appeared somewhat later to assist Jensen with the

direction of the excavation of the lower levels of Pikimachay.
March saw the arrival of the final author, Angel Garcia Cook,

who began the excavation of the Puente site with its 36 stratified levels.

Nat Rutter also travelled to Ayacucho shortly thereafter to begin his soil

and geological studies. Jim Levine, our photographer, appeared on the

scene in mid-April although his photographic equipment got held up in

Customs. Excavation of Pikimachay continued under the direction of

Jensen as did the work in the lab. Both of these activities, as well as

the excavation in Puente, then under Carlos Chahud, continued through
May. Rutter T s studies now moved up into the sierras to investigate

glaciation while Angel Garcia Cook excavated a small stratified cave
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Ac 300 in the same micro- environment. Next to come to Ayacucho was
Grayson Meade and he prepared the paleontological material for identi-

fication and made some preliminary attempts to correlate the various
extinct fauna with the climatic changes. Also, near the end of May,
Luis Lumbreras drove up to Ayacucho to undertake a magnificent study

of the ceramics from the surveyed sites (some 300) and he was able to

seriate them into their sequential order (Lumbreras, 1961).

June was a transitional period from the first half when everything

worked successfully and was on schedule to the second half when nothing

went right. This month saw a crisis in the Peruvian banking world and a

$2000 check somehow became misplaced by the official exchange media.

Also, eleven American students joined us. Although the two phenomena
are not connected, both were to plague us until September. On the

brighter side excavations continued in Pikimachay and the Puente site,

the lab ran with its usual efficiency and Gary Vescelius began excavation

at the stratified Wichqana site (I. Flores E.
, 1960). July was hectic to

say the least but the excavations of the Jaywa site, Pikimachay, three

caves near Tambillo and Wichqana were successful and Dr. Callen began
his study of the coprolites. August was even more hectic with the

American Congress knocking out two weeks of the digging season. This
was also followed by the tragic death of Eric Callen. Also in this month
there was the Wari fiasco that started as a legitimate mapping project

and grew into an unsupervised soil stripping of a small compound
(Bennett, 1953). Also, this was the period when local health conditions

caught up with us and we had a number of the staff sick (including a

person with typhoid fever). In spite of this, the magnificent excavation

of 25 stratified layers of Jaywa continued, a stratified site Ac 351 was
excavated in the tundra, Pikimachay produced more cultural layers in

stratigraphic position and excavations continued at Wichqana. Also, on

the positive side was the arrival of Barbara Pickersgill who recom-
menced her all important botanical studies. September saw the end of

the season and I suppose all is well that ends well. During this period,

the bank finally found our money, Pikimachay excavations closed with

artifacts being found in the lowest level in the cave, Jaywa produced a

new cultural complex in its earliest levels, Conchopata produced
beautiful ceramic stratigraphy under the direction of Luis Lumbreras
and the lab analyzed enough material so we could write this report.

One of the most important excavations of the season was again in

Pikimachay Cave. Most of the previous season's endeavors (MacNeish,

1969) had been in the central and north rooms with only a small trench

being dug through the rock fill and through Zone hi in the south room.

This year we concentrated on the south room. Initially, we cleared off

with trowel the top strata of the south room that is Zones a to e. These
were above the rock fall over a large area (roughly 9x15 meters) and

roughly from the south and west walls of the cave to the E9 and S8

profiles. Next, we began the breaking up of the tons of rock of roof fall

called Zone g in the south half of this section that is from SI 6 to S25 that
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encompassed our last year's excavations. Then digging out from the

last year's trench by the vertical slicing technique and alternate squares,
we cleared a trench roughly eight to nine meters long between the S22
and SI 9 axis. This trench was about three meters wide. In the west
half this trench went down through Zones gl, h and hi to the actual floor

of the cave. It then became apparent in the east half of the trench that

Zone h, an orange sandy soil from 10 to 40 cm thick and Zone hi, 20 to

50 cm thick, a cemented yellowish layer full of slabs of rock, were
separated from the original cave floor by other deposits almost as hard
as the volcanic tufa rock floor itself. Thus, we decided to sink a one-
meter square in the east part of our initial trench into this false floor to

find the real floor. Under the yellow Zone hi we found another orangish
brown sandy layer which we called Zone i which in turn overlay a brown
cemented layer called Zone j that overlay a gray tufa-like soil that we
assumed to be the cave floor. This so-called cave floor was designated

Zone k. Both Zones i and j produced heavily fossilized bone and some
tufa slabs that seemed to have been worked. These lower zones were
heavily cemented and we had to abandon our technique of scraping with

trowels to pecking off the stratum with small miner picks or using

hammers and chisels. This was obviously a very slow process utilizing

a limited number of students or workmen so most of the crew was
involved in digging north or south into the long profiles in our nine-meter
east-west trench. Here most of their initial efforts were digging out

Zones gl, h and hi.

In this work we dug in the long profile southward in an alternate

square technique removing Zones h and hi until the back wall of the cave
was reached. As well, we dug northward until Zones h and hi had been
carefully removed. Then the rest of the heavy rock fall Zone g of the

northern half of the south room was removed so we once again could

dig out the Zones gl, h and hi. In the northeasternmost section of this

trench, a new zone about 10 to 20 cm thick occurred between Zones gl

and h called Zone small h or Zone h. This zone was composed of fine

powdery orange soils and contained a few artifacts or bones. While
these various zones in the north part were being removed the deeper
stratum of the southern half of the first east-west trench were being

excavated. It now became apparent that the original cave floor sloped

downward until it reached a depth of over three meters below the

present surface of the cave and then about the E10 profile the cave floor

leveled off and then further on began to rise slightly. As this basin area
deepened, the stratigraphy of our original one-meter trench became
divisable into other sub- strata. While Zone h stayed about the same
thickness, Zones hi and i increased in the thickness to about 40 cm
respectively. Further, it now became apparent that Zone i could be
divided into two parts—an upper Zone i darker in color and more heavily

cemented and a lower zone more sandy and orange in color called Zone
il. Zone j, while thickened stayed the same but Zone k, which we
thought was the cave floor developed into two things, Zone 1 the real cave
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floor of volcanic tufa and a layer that blended into the floor that was
composed of grayish disintegrated tufa mixed with sand. This latter

Zone k was not present in the west half of the excavation and disappeared
both in the northern and eastern parts of the trench.

In the final stages of our dig in the southern area, we drove two
three-meter wide trenches toward the mouth of the cave. Both of these
extended eastward about six to eight meters from our main excavation
area. This was an area that becomes moistened by the rain and washed
from the roof of the cave. Here the stratigraphy was less clear and
Zones a to e blended together. Underlying them was a charcoal floor,

Zone f, and two thin brown strata, Zones fl and f2, that lay on top of

the rock fall from Zone g. It might be added that Zone h also disappeared
and Zone g blended into Zone hi to become a cemented conglomerate-like
mass at least two meters thick as one approached the talus slope outside

the cave itself.

In the last days of the excavation in Pikimachay, one small crew
returned to the upper central and north rooms to finish them. Although
we obtained more artifacts and plant remains, nothing really new
appeared in terms of the stratigraphy. The central trench, however,
was connected to the north trench. Modern Zone A was present as was
the gray ash of Zone B, then came the whitish ash of Zone C, a thin

remnant of gray ash of Zone D, the brown Zone E and the rock fall at

Zones E4 and E5. In all these were found some preserved food stuffs

with artifacts and pottery. Underlying them was the fine yellowish soils

of Zone X and brown soils of Zone K with pre-ceramic materials that

diminished from a maximum depth of 20 to 30 cm to 5 or 6 cm as one
moved northward. This was the same area in which the cave floor

itself rose and where the total deposits were only about 50 cm thick.

In the north trench we continued last year's trench eastward until the

wall of the cave was encountered. Again, all eight strata found last

year diminished in thickness as the cave floor rose and Zone EI a

charcoal layer and the yellowish sands of Zone VI disappeared entirely.

Again, Zone VIII, the yellowish sand and gravels, produced Chihua
artifacts and Zones II to V yielded ceramics.

Although we have done little thorough analysis of the materials

or stratigraphy from Pikimachay, it is possible to outline tentatively the

history of the deposition in the cave. The cave seems to have been

formed originally by a volcanic outflow during the quaternary and had a

very uneven floor. The north half had a relatively sloping floor which
had a series of depressions in it that fell sharply (from 4 to 6 meters)

about the middle of the cave to a large basin-like depression in the

south half of the cave. The first major event that is apparent is the

deposition of Zone k in the middle of the southern basin. Some of this

stratum was the result of erosion of the tufa of the cave floor itself that

drifted into the center of the southern depression which mixed with silts

and sands that came from outside the cave. Preliminary chemical

analysis of these soils reveal that they were neutral suggesting a
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Fig. 5. (upper photo) Pikimachay cave, Ac 100, from the east,

(lower photo) Stratigraphy in south room of Ac 100.
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possible non-forest vegetation outside the cave. Pollen and palynological

studies now being undertaken on these deposits as well as others should

put these tentative interpretations on a firmer foundation. At the very
end of the deposition of this Zone k, the bones of large animals including

the tip of a spine of a vertebra that might be of a sloth, a dozen or so

chips including one of a green stone from outside the cave, and two large

tufa flakes with worked convex edges, as well as two tufa slabs with a

worked concave edge were dropped on the surface or into the top part of

Zone k. These rather nebulous remains, we believe, are the result of

man's endeavors and this possible occupation is tentatively considered a

component of the Paccaicasa complex.
The next deposition into the depression in the south room reached

a maximum thickness of from 30 to 40 cm and not only covered all the

Zone k deposits but covered the surrounding cave floor itself. This new
deposition was called Zone j and although some small nodules of tufa

rock fall composed part of this zone, most of it had brownish color

with a sandy texture and appears to have come from outside the cave and
perhaps was brought in by wind or alluviation. The soils on being tested

chemically revealed they had a high pH count. Appearing at various
depths within the deposition were at least three badly crushed fragments
of vertebrae of sloth, ribs of very large animals and long bones of small,

fast running animals (that is, horse, llama or deer). Radiocarbon deter-

minations on the sloth vertebrae yielded a date of 17 , 650 B. C. ± 3000

(UCLA 1653A). Associated with the bones were 14 tufa artifacts that

were classified as belonging to eight tentative types of scrapers, cores,

denticulates and choppers of the Paccaicasa complex as well as 40

flakes.

The next deposit was composed of similar soil but was more
orangish in color and contained less tufa inclusions. This deposition

covered Zone j and was called Zone il. Zone il also seems to be from
outside the cave and both these soils (il and j) are similar in being quite

acid suggesting a possible more forested cover in the terrain adjacent to

the cave. Artifacts and flaked materials were less numerous than those

of Zone j but there were many more fragments of heavily fossilized bone
(some of which may have been burned) from the upper part of Zone il.

Unfortunately, many of these fragments were badly crushed by the

more than two meters of rocks and earth in the overlying deposits and

perhaps smashed by the original inhabitants themselves so exact identi-

fication of all of them is difficult, if not impossible. Nevertheless, the

majority of the 50 or more bones seem to be of sloth but there were some
the size of a camel or horse and one long bone of a rodent. One fragment
of sloth scapula with an incision cut into it yielded a radiocarbon deter-

mination of 14,100 B.C. ± 1200 (UCLA 1653B).

Blending into the Zone il was Zone i. It also covered all of

Zone il encompassing an estimated area of about eight meters in

diameter and reached a maximum thickness of 50 cm and filled in most
of the basin on the south floor. It differed from Zone il in being darker
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in color, more heavily cemented and with more volcanic tufa inclusions.

Somewhat to our surprise it was found to be less acid than Zone il and
this in respect was like the overlying Zone hi. Somewhat confirming the

hypothesis that it might be associated with a less forested vegetation was
the presence of some definite horse bones although sloth bones still pre-

dominated in the zone. One fragment of a sloth bone from Zone i yielded

a C14 date of 12, 750 B. C. ± 1400 (UCLA 1653C). Roughly the same type

of artifacts occurred in it as those of Zones il, j and k and we consider

that all four strata contained components of the Paccaicasa complex. It

is also of importance to note that beside the tufa artifacts, three of the

50 artifacts, including one of the ellipsoidal chopper cores, and about

12 of the hundred or more flakes were derived from pinkish basalt

pebbles not found in or near the cave. Thus, while some of our col-

leagues may doubt that the tufa artifacts were made by man, there can

be little doubt about the basalt artifacts for they were certainly brought
into the cave by man. However, in our opinion, as well as that of others,

all artifacts, whether tufa or basalt, show good evidence of having been
chipped by man.

Zone hi was radically different from the previous zones because
it appeared to cover all the floor in the south room of the cave, an area
of over 150 square meters and contrasted with the underlying Zone i

that encompassed an area of about 30 square meters. Also, Zone hi was
composed of a distinctive fine grained yellowish soil that contained

numerous small flakes of tufa and was readily distinguishable from the

underlying darker zones. It has been suggested that the yellow soils

were oeolin deposited. Zone hi varied from 20 to almost a meter in

thickness. Although bones were not numerous, there was a higher pro-
portion of horse bones and the presence of a few bones that might be
saber -toothed tiger and a lesser number of sloth bones. It contained
many more artifacts (66 being identified so far) about half of which were
made from basalt, chert or quartzite pebbles and most of the 200 or so

chips were of some sort of chert. New types included unifacial projectile

points, unifacial denticulated tools, sliced pebble, knives or scrapers,
pebble choppers, spokeshaves and other unifacial tools but a few old

chopper -cores and scrapers continued. We believe that Zone hi prob-
ably contained a number of components of this new cultural complex,
called Ayacucho.

This Zone hi contrasted noticeably with the overlying Zone h that

covered it in the whole south room. First of all, Zone h varied in color

from yellow to almost pink and was composed of fine grained soil. It

contained little tufa rock fall and was not heavily cemented. Zone h was
never more than 25 cm thick and except for near the mouth of the cave,

was not heavily consolidated. The soil was very acid and the zone con-
tained not only many sloth bones (over 100) but also bones of paleo-llama,
extinct deer, puma, hognosed skunk,, rodents, possibly mastodon, all

of which suggest a forested vegetation near the cave. Over 244 artifacts

were uncovered in Zone h and not only include all the types of Zone hi
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but also a fluted wedge, burins, cortex side scrapers and about six

types of bone artifacts including well made projectile points. Because
of these artifact types, Zone h is also considered to contain components
of the Ayacucho complex. A radiocarbon determination of a sloth

humerus gave a date of 12,200 B.C. ± 180 years (UCLA 1464).

The final deposition of these lower zones was represented by a
small patch of soft, reddish to pink soils never more than 20 cm thick

that covered a small portion of Zone h in a few squares in the northern-
most parts of the southern room. This new zone was called Zone h or
Zone little h and was definitely oeolin in origin and neutral in terms of

its pH factor. It contained a few llama, deer and rodent bones as well
as some flakes, flake side scraper, a prismatic blade, and a flat-topped

scraper plane with denticulated edges. What artifact complex these
tools belong to is as yet undetermined.

Following the deposition of Zone h a major catastrophic event

occurred that changed the stratigraphic history of the cave. This event

was the collapse of a huge portion of the rock roof which was above the

central and north central parts of the cave. The largest rocks, some
over ten meters long, three to four meters wide and one to three meters
thick dropped on the central sloping portion of the north cave. Some of

the rocks remained on that floor but others slid a short distance eastward
to the mouth of the cave while some caused an avalanche out of the

central room towards the mouth of the cave to the southeast.

On the basis of the extinct bones and early types of artifacts both

in the lower portion of Zone g, the rock fall itself, as well as the under-
lying Zone gl, we believe that this landslide plowed off much of Zone h
and some portion of Zone h itself. Except for a small portion right at

the southeastern mouth of the cave, it had the effect of leaving no sort of

even or level floor area in the south room and buried very effectively the

earlier deposits from Zone h to k to the depth of from one to three

meters. While the rock fall made the central and southern portions

relatively undesirable for occupation, it did make the inner northern and

western portions behind the rock fall into a long right angle corridor pro-

tected and hidden from the mouth of the cave by a two to three- meter high

barrier of huge rocks that had come down from the roof. However,
before this area was occupied and before its floor became more level by

erosion from the roof, a group of brief occupations occurred at the mouth
of the cave in that portion not struck by the rock slide. The remains of

the first occupation occurred in a brown sandy soil about 20 cm thick,

called Zone f2 that in part overlay the rock fall Zone g. Although most
of the artifacts are still uncatalogued, the few projectile points we saw
uncovered in it during the excavation suggest it was occupied by either

late Puente or Jaywa peoples. Capping this layer was a 10 cm thick

orange silt called Zone fl and from our limited study of the artifacts

from it, we would guess this zone contains a component of the Jaywa
phase. This layer was, in turn, capped by a charcoal floor Zone f with
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Piki type projectile points. These appear to have been a series of

relatively brief occupations at the very mouth of the cave at a time when
most of the rest of the cave was unlivable.

However, by the time of final deposition of Zone f, the upper
floors in the back room corridors had become capped by a thin layer of

soil resulting from wall and ceiling erosion as well as sand drifting in

from the outside thereby making them possible camping areas. The first

region occupied was a depression about three meters in diameter in the

center of the central interior room at about N5 El and Piki type artifacts

were encountered in a dark sandy soil lying over the floor called Zone W.
On top of these sands, there was a charcoal floor about 5 cm thick with

more Piki artifacts, then the depression was further capped with

coarse sand, Zone U, then another brown floor Zone k was laid under it

and this was in turn uncovered by a thick layer of fine sand called Zone
X. All these layers contained Piki artifacts and some preserved
vegetable materials and bones.

The next area to be occupied was a depression in the north
interior room. Here Chihua type artifacts occurred in the sand and
gravels in the bottom of this depression and were called Zone VIII. This
layer and most of the depression was then covered by rock fall Zone VII

which included more Chihua type artifacts. Next, both the north and
central rooms were capped by yellowish sands and small stones; these

were called Zones H and VI respectively and contained two separate
occupations of late pre- ceramic culture called Cachi. Later, in the

south end of the central room, a small rock fall layer capped this Zone
H and was called Zone G. Above it was a charcoal floor Zone F dated

by radiocarbon at 1900 B. C. ± 120 (I 4154). Both zones contained Cachi
type artifacts.

While this had been going on, the south irregular floor on top of

Zone g had begun filling up with sand, rock and disintegrating tufa so it

was once again more or less level and livable. Thus, for the first time
both the south room, the central room and the north room were available

now for occupation. The next occupations in these rooms contained

ceramics and these have been only studied in a very tentative manner.
There appears to be an early period occupation not only on the floors d
and e of the south room but also Zones III, IV and V of the north room
as well as Zone E5 of the central room Zone c of the south room, Zones
E4 and E3 of the central rooms contained Huarpa and/or Conchopata
pottery. Zone El of the central room had Wari orange sherds in it

while the overlying Zone E had at least Huamanga sherds in it. The
final occupations Zone b of the south room, Zones B, C and D of the

central room and Zone n of the north room all contained pottery which
for the moment was called Chanka. The final deposition in the cave was
the capping of all the floors by modern goat dung and modern refuse.

Thus, Pikimachay had a long and complex sequence of deposition and
strata as well as human occupation.
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Our excavation of the sequence of the middle and late pre-ceramic
phases (Puente through Cachi) in Pikimachay did not yield all the phases
in a single, directly superimposed stratigraphic column, but the Puente
site (As 158) did contain such a stratigraphic column and had 36 floors
made by man one above the other in its six-meter deep refuse deposit.

We had tested the Puente site (As 158) in the micro-environment
of desert vegetation in 1969 by a nine-meter long, one-meter wide east-
west trench and the two-meter deep westernmost part of this trench had
revealed 14 zones of floors one above the other. In the 1970 digging, one
of our authors, Angel Garcia Cook, and his group pushed the trench six

meters still further westward until the back wall was about five meters
deep and revealed 28 zones. Next, we dug an eleven-meter long, one-
meter wide trench south of the original trench at its western end. These
two trenches at right angles to each other gave us soil profiles on two
sides of a large 8x11 meter block that varied in depth from one to six

meters. Study of these profiles allowed us to distinguish from five to

thirty-six stratified zones that we duly numbered. Next, a series of five

steps about one-meter high, one-meter wide and eleven to twelve meters
long was dug into this block from the east by the alternate square strip-

ping strata technique. Later, digging into these one-meter high steps by
the same technique, the five steps were reduced to four, then three, then

two and finally the last step was about finished when a large section of

the back rock wall caved in, terminating the excavation.

The stratigraphy was not complex and the cultural sequence was
clear. Zone XIII, about 20 cm thick, a brown charcoal filled soil lay on
the southeast corner of the rock floor of a small rock shelter called

shelter 1. It contained a few artifacts that seemed to be transitional

between the Puente and Jaywa phases as well as bones of a number of deer
and/or llama. Over it was Zone XIIA, a two-to-four cm charcoal floor

that has been radiocarbon dated at 6910 B. C. ± 125 (I 5057) that contained

mainly Jaywa but some Puente type artifacts and bones of both small and

large animals. Above it were a series of superimposed strata Zones XII,

XIA, and XI that were each about 10 cm thick composed of a sand layer

overlain by a charcoal floor that covered an area in the southeast corner

of the shelter about nine meters north and south and four meters eastward.

All contained small animal bones and Jaywa type artifacts. There is a

possibility that some of the small bones were of guinea pig. Zone X com-
posed of similar earth and covering the same areas contained artifacts

that were transitional between the Jaywa and Piki phase. Zone X is dated

at 5470 B. C. ± 125 (I 5056). The next 14 superimposed zones (Zones DCA,

IX, Vm, VHA, VII, VIA, VI, V, IVA, IV, IE, EC, IIA1 and IIA) were ex-

tremely similar being composed of a thin layer of sand overlain by char-

coal and about five to fifteen cm thick covering the floor of rock shelter 1

roughly an area 6 x 13 meters. All contained small animal bones and

many (over 2000) artifacts of the Piki complex. Dates on these are:

5210 B. C. ± 125 (I 5024) for Zone VIII, 4720 B. C. ± 120 (I 5132) for

Zone VI, 4610 B. C. ± 120 (I 5128) for Zone IV, 4665 B. C. ± 120 (I 5129)

and 4680 B. C. ± 120 (I 5131) for Zones IIB and HA, respectively.
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At about this time a large section of the roof of the shelter that was
originally three to four meters high dropped down on the two meters of

refuse that covered the original floor of the cave. There, however, still

remained a small shelter about one to two meters high, by eleven meters
long and two to three meters deep. This small shelter was then occupied
after about 10 cm of disintegrated turf had covered the rock of the fall.

In the charcoal Zone IIAo over sandy tufa were a few artifacts that

seemed to represent the final stage of the Piki phase.

Then a similar layer, Zone II, covered the earlier zone. The
artifacts seem to be transitional between the Piki and Chihua complex.
In the 1969 season, we obtained a date of 4410 B. C. ± 110 (I 4502) on

what was then called Zone II. Preliminary analysis, however, does not

allow us to state definitely whether this radiocarbon date is in fact on
Zone II, Zone Ij or Zone Ih2.

Zone Ij, a layer about 20 cm composed of charcoal over sandy
tufa, covered Zone II and extended well outside the much diminished
shelter 1. Carbon from the floor itself was dated at 4520 B. C. ±125
(I 5274). The main difference, however, from the previous strata was
that this one contained definite Chihua type artifacts. On top of it was
laid down a similar layer, Zone Ih2, with similar materials. Then the

roof of shelter 1 completely collapsed covering most of all the previously

deposited strata and also forming the floor for a small shelter (No. 2)

which was originally above the first one. The first occupations, Zones
Ihl and Ih, both about 20 cm thick, composed of charcoal over whitish

tufa were in the main in an area 6x2 meters in front of shelter 2. Both
had Chihua type artifacts. Charcoal from Zone Ihl was determined as
being 4086 B. C. ± 120 (I 5273). The next layer, Zone Ifl, only about 10

cm thick, was mainly charcoal containing Chihua artifacts. It was not

only in front of shelter 2 but extended inside it, covering an area roughly
6x4 meters. Zone If covered the same area, was about 10 to 20 cm
thick and was composed mainly of whitish tufa covered by a one to two
cm thick floor of charcoal. These artifacts of Zone If were not numerous,
but even so, they appear to be transitional from the Chihua to the Cachi
phases. Zone le of similar composition and extent covering Zone If

inside shelter 2 had artifacts that were definitely of the Cachi phase.

Probably Zones Ifl, If and Ie all originally extended much further east

and were under a fairly large rock shelter (2), but subsequent erosion
had removed both and our excavation only sampled the remnants of these

strata. This is undoubtedly true of the following zones, Id, Ic, lb and la.

All were from 10 to 20 cm thick and had thin charcoal layers over whitish

tufa containing Cachi artifacts. It would appear that the Cachi phase
probably extended almost to ceramic times as two samples of charcoal
from two different sections of Zone Ic were dated as 2045 B. C. ±105
(I 5131) and 2090 B. C. ± 105 (I 5055).

Thus, the stratigraphy of As 158 very convincingly confirmed the

cultural sequence in Pikimachay in the period from about 7000 B.C. to

roughly 1700 B.C. Studies underway of soils, pollen and bones should
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augment our interpretation of our sequence. There still, however,
remained the problem of more convincing evidence for the Puente-Jaywa
relationship and the problem of what sort of cultural materials were in

the gap between the Puente remains and the earlier Ayacucho materials.

The excavations of Jaywamachay (Ac 335) did much toward the solution

of these problems.
Jaywamachay was situated in the humid scrub forest at an

elevation of about 3300 meters. The cave itself was a long 25 meters
narrow, six meters deep rock shelter with a very high, gradually

sloping ceiling. Although we had tested the cave by one-meter squares
in 1969, our major activities in 1970 were confined to the north corner
where there were deeper stratified deposits. Our initial endeavors this

year consisted of digging a major trench about two meters wide and ten

meters long from the interior of the cave southeastward towards the

talus slope. This cave, like the others, was dug by the strata stripping

technique from a vertical face in alternate one-meter squares. In the

southeast end of the major trench it became apparent that there were
deeper deposits so we expanded the major trench southward two meters
and dug down to a maximum depth of about three meters. We, also, dug

a one-meter wide, five meters long subsidiary trench northeastward to

the wall of the cave from the southeast end of the trench leaving a

triangular block of the best stratified deposits in the north corner of the

cave. While this trench was being dug, we had extended the north end
westward into the cave about six meters, but abandoned it as the number
of occupational charcoal floors diminished. The final excavation was
undertaken in the northeast part of the cave where the stratigraphy was
clear cut. It was accomplished by digging from a vertical face into the

southeasternmost four-meter long profile.

The total stratigraphy was not complex. The earlier strata in the

caves seem to have been deposited by natural phenomena. Zone N, at

least 50 cm thick was composed of rock fall and sand and gravels. The
sand and gravels appear to be part of the high terrace which may in turn

be roughly contemporaneous with the last glacial advance in the region.

Zone M, 50 cm thick, was mainly composed of rock fall from the roof

above, but included some sand and gravel which may be the result of the

final building stage of the high terrace. Zone L, 50 cm thick, was almost

entirely rock fill from the cave roof with some soils that had filtered

from above. Again, in Zone L there were some patches of sand that

seem to have been water-laid and may be the result of occasional flood-

ings when the river was still roughly at the height of the cave floor.

Zone K, above Zone L, was about a meter thick and was composed of

whitish sand-like material, perhaps blown off the beach of the river that

was then almost 50 meters above the present level of the river today.

In Zone K, there was one reddish patch about three cm thick that may
represent an occupational level, Zone Kl. It contained chips, bones of

extinct deer (and perhaps horse and camel) and about 10 to 15 artifacts.

We believe that Zone Kl may be considered a component of a complex
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we are tentatively calling Huanta. Covering the sand of Zone K in an
area about three meters in diameter was a two to five cm thick layer of

charcoal called Zone J 3. It also contained bones, possibly of extinct

animals and about a dozen artifacts of the Huanta phase. Over it, and
covering a somewhat larger area, was a layer 10 to 15 cm thick of brown
sand capped by a charcoal floor Zone J2 containing similar materials.
Zone Jl was much the same but had a few more Huanta artifacts in it.

Carbon from this floor yielded a date of 7510 B. C. ± 145 (I 5275). Zone
J was above it and was capped by a three cm layer of charcoal that in

some spots blended into the floor of Jl for the sand underlying Zone J
varied from to 20 cm in thickness. Bones and chips were numerous
in Zone J and about 50 artifacts occurred. About a quarter of the arti-

facts were new types belonging to the Puente phase, but the rest were
the same as those found in the Huanta strata. At present, we are unable
to determine whether Zone J represents a period of transition from
Huanta to Puente or whether it is two occupations- -a Puente one that

somehow became mixed with a Huanta one. The C14 date on the layer

of 6695 B. C. ± 140 (I 5276), also seems to be a little too young in terms
of the underlying date on Zone Jl and the overlying date on Zone H.
Zone I, between 20 and 30 cm in thickness and composed of orangish
sand capped by burned earth or charcoal, contained mainly Puente arti-

facts and bones which seem to be mainly of llama and deer. The
orangish soils of Zone I and all the overlying strata contrast with the

more brown to whitish colors of the strata below and may represent a

climatic change. Zone H, about 10 cm thick, was mainly charcoal-

filled orangish soils and had many llama and deer bones with Puente
artifacts. Charcoal from this layer yielded a date of 7030 B. C. ±140
(I 5277). Zone G, above it, about 10 cm thick, was a 50 cm layer of

orange soils that blended into an overlying 50 cm layer of charcoal. It

contained abundant artifacts of the Puente phase. Zone F, contained

both Puente and Jaywa artifacts and probably represents a transitional

period between the two phases although its soil content was much the

same as that of Zone G. A C14 date on Zone F of 5155 B. C. ± 130

(I 5278), also is too recent. Zone E, a 10 cm layer of orangish soil

under charcoal, contained even more Jaywa artifacts and large mammal
bones. Zone D was more complex and most of it was yellow to brown
soils under charcoal but in one spot where we dug last year there was
even underlying charcoal lens in a pit. This had resulted in our calling

it in 1969 Zones E, F, G and H. However, this year we combined all

lenses into Zone D and corrected the number of the underlying zones.

Last year some of the charcoal was dated at 6410 B. C. ± 125 (I 4501) and

our meager amount of artifacts had caused us to assign it to the Puente

phase. However, our more abundant artifacts of the 1970 season indicated

that was a fairly early Jaywa component. Capping Zone C was a layer

of brown clay soil (in 1969 called Zone D) under charcoal (in 1969 named
Zone C) which was capped with a burned yellowish-orange floor (last

year's Zone B2). This 10 to 20 cm thick zone, or zones, now called C,
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extended over most of the cave and had abundant Jaywa artifacts in it as
well as bones and charcoal. The latter were dated last year at 6300 B. C.
± 135 (I 4503). Over the whole cave just under the modern dung layer,

Zone A, was a 5 to 10 cm thick charcoal floor. Zone B, that contained

sherds that are assignable to the Wichqana or Chupas phases.
Our excavations of Ac 335 clearly augmented our pre- ceramic

chronology and delineated the Jaywa- Puente relationship that had not

been well documented in either the Puente (As 158) or Piki (Ac 100)

excavations. Further, the finding of the Huanta complex under Puente
remains in this cave gave materials that were in the gap between those of

Zone h and those of Zone h with the Ayacucho complex remains and those

of the overlying Zone F2 Puente-like artifacts in a cave, Ac 100. In

fact, the stratigraphy in the three caves gives us a secure skeleton frame-
work for much of the pre- ceramic in the Ayacucho basin. Our other

excavations, most of which have been only briefly studied in the labora-

tory, merely substantiated this pre-ceramic sequence.

Excavation at Ac 300 and Ac 351 were dug in the tundra or alpine

zone in the mountains around the Ayacucho basin. These shelters were
excavated to determine the sequence in that area and the relationship

of their cultural materials to what have been found in Ac 100 and in

Ac 102 in the thorn forest to those from Ac 335 in the humid scrub forest

and to the artifacts from Ac 158 and Ac 117 in the desert-like portion

of the dry, thorny, grassland zones.

Ac 300 was located on the pass to the east of Ayacucho basin just

off the highway from QuinuatoTambo at an elevation of about 4000 meters
and was literally at the junction of the humid scrub forest and the tundra
itself. The shelter was under the north and west portion of a huge
boulder on the very steep slope on the south side of the pass. Trenching
in the north side produced little stratigraphy but the west side had three

well-defined strata. Zone A, a 20 cm dark strata, produced sherds
and stone artifacts of the middle ceramic horizon. Zone B, a dark soil

varying from 10 to 40 cm in thickness, produced early or early inter-

mediate materials mixed with pre-ceramic materials. The underlying

Zone C yielded projectile points of the late Jaywa times.

The other site Tukumachay, Ac 351, was south of the valley

near the Cuzco road well up in the tundra at about 4250 meters. This
had been tested the previous year (1969) with little results because of

the spring seeping through the refuse. By putting a drainage trench

around the spring and then carefully digging into it by alternate squares
to the side of the spring we were able to find some very good stratigraphy.

The top 20 cm of goat dung and dark soil yielded sherds and artifacts of

the late horizon while a brown stratum about 20 cm under them had some
sort of early or early intermediate ceramic remains and chipped stone

artifacts. These overlay a 30 to 40 cm thick, dark, mucky layer,

Zone C, that contained early sherds mixed with late pre-ceramic arti-

facts while the bottom of this zone, Zone CI, lacked pottery and had
Chihua type projectile points. Under all these remains was a 5 to 10 cm
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thick, brown, sandy soil, Zone D, that overlay the floor. We obtained
from it a few Piki type projectile points and artifacts.

Other excavations were in the thorn forest covered canyons near
Tambillo and Ac 240 which we had tested in 1969. Here, two small rock
shelters right next to each other had a series of ash layers in them.
Ac 245 had five 20 cm thick ash layers called Zones A to E with early
horizon or early intermediate ceramic remains associated with some
plant remains. The other cave, Ac 244, had deeper remains. Zone A
was a modern layer of goat dung over four ash layers Zones B, C, D
and E, from 10 to 40 cm thick apiece which had Ocros, Huarpa, Chupas
and Wichqana sherds in them respectively as well as some preserved
plant remains. Zone F, a brown ash zone from 30 to 50 cm thick was
almost sterile of artifacts except for a single Puente type projectile

point.

The other two sites both contained ceramic stratigraphy and none
of their materials have been analyzed so what is said is extremely
tentative. One of these sites, Wichqana, was dug under the direction of

Gary Vescelius and had a number of stratified floors and architectural

features. In a most tentative way, there seems to be at least five

components or occupations. The two earliest, for the moment called

Zones D and E, seem to belong to the Wichqana ceramic phase. Zone C
had sherds of the middle horizon while Zones B and A are of late

horizons or modern. The other site, Conchopata, was excavated under
the supervision of Luis Lumbreras. Here, the lowest layer, Zone E,

under the architectural features contained Ocros ceramic materials.

Then, in the architectural features there were at least three occupations,

Zones B, C and D, containing Wari I, II and HI type sherds and intrusive

into the architectural features were Huamanga type sherds.

Beside the excavation of the above-mentioned stratified site, some
other rather unsuccessful tests were made in open sites. As 109 and

As 307 which in surface collection had yielded Cachi type artifacts in

association with architectural features when tested revealed no depth of

undisturbed refuse deposits. Tests in Ac 267 and 273 yielded Chihua
and/or Cachi surface materials, had some depth of refuse, but such

limited amounts of artifactual materials that they, also, were abandoned.

Also, testing or soil stripping of Wari yielded little reliable stratigraphic

information. Obviously, more excavation of stratified sites are neces-

sary for both of the late pre- ceramic phases as well as all the ceramic
phases.

After we left in the fall of 1970, the University of Huamanga
began excavation under the direction of Benavides in general Huanta area

in Huarpa sites. Also, a search for more sites of the late pre-ceramic

was undertaken. Carlos Chahud was representative on this expedition

of the Peabody Field Project.

In spite of these problems that will have to be solved in the future

seasons, as of 1970, we do have a good, solid, pre-ceramic sequence

based upon the excavation of twelve stratified sites with 78 excavated



(upper photo) Site Ac 300--A cave situated at the junction of the

humid scrub forest and the tundra.

(lower left photo) Excavation in Cave Ac 245.

(lower right photo) The stratified zones.
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components containing over 10,000 artifacts and many ecofacts. Further,
the stratigraphic sequence has been confirmed by 26 CI 4 determinations
from stratified components. It appears to be an auspicious start to

learning something about the pre-ceramic cultural sequence for at least

one small valley in the Andes.

SUMMARY

Although our laboratory was most efficient, materials came in

from the field faster than we could catalogue them. So any statement
made at this time, 1970, about the cultural sequence must be based upon
the limited sample we were able to analyze—only about 4,200 pre-
ceramic artifacts. Most of the ceramic remains are only in a prelimi-
nary state of analysis and little can be said about them at the present
time. Be that as it may, we do have a long, fairly complete sequence
that seems worthwhile to describe.

The earliest remains are very limited with there being from 40

to 50 artifacts that were associated with only about 70 bones of extinct

animals--three of which had been worked by man. There also were
about a hundred or so chips in the same layers. Further, the limited

samples came from four different strata, Zones k, j, il and i from
Pikimachay Cave so there were really very few artifacts from any single

zone. Also, the preliminary studies of the soils of these strata and the

three C14 dates hint that the four zones may have been deposited over a

long time period, perhaps from 14,000 to 21,000 B.C. Further, the

zones seem to represent at least three climatic periods for the soils of

Zone k had a low pH factor, Zones j and il soils were heavily acid, and

Zone i was again composed of a neutral soil. Studies are underway on

the soils, the pollen and the bones which should tell us more about the

hypothetical climatic phases. In terms of the above-mentioned limi-

tations, our following statements must be considered most tentative.

The artifacts themselves are a nebulous lot, in the main manu-
factured from volcanic tufa probably from the walls of the cave itself,

but even our most skeptical colleagues were willing to admit that some,
if not all, of these tools were man made. We divided these crude arti-

facts into eleven trial types which are: tufa slab spokeshaves (10),

small flat flakes with one edge utilized of tufa or flint (8), tufa flake

choppers (6), large tufa slabs with one edge utilized (3), tufa slab double-

edged spokeshaves (2), denticulated tufa slabs (2), tufa slab hammers
(3) ,

large ellipsoidal bifacial core choppers of tufa or basalt or pebbles

(4) ,
large slab cleavers (2), a small plano-convex tufa discoidal denticu-

late and a large crude plano-convex core or scraper plane of basalt.

All but the last "type" of our artifacts are present in later Ayacucho

phase and the question becomes as to whether this early complex, now
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called Paccaicasa, should be separated from the later one. For the

moment, because it lacks so many diagnostic Ayacucho types, we are

considering it a separate entity. This is a most tentative conclusion and
any determination or relationships with this inadequately defined complex
would be speculative, to say the least. One fact, however, has wide
implications for there is little doubt that these remains are very old

(perhaps 23,000 years) and it means man not only entered South America
very early (Krieger, 1964), but that the whole question of when man
entered the New World must be reconsidered (MacNeish, Berger and
Protsch, 1970).

There can be little doubt that the following better defined

Ayacucho complex is related to the earlier Paccaicasa remains and the

possibility must be considered that Paccaicasa is no more than an

earlier inadequate sample of Ayacucho tools. The Ayacucho materials

were uncovered from Zones hi and h of Pikimachay and even though

pollen and soil studies are not complete there can be little doubt that the

two strata were deposited during two different climatic phases. Not only

does Zone h have soils with high pH factor possibly indicating a more
forested covering near the cave, and Zone hi has neutral soils indicating

a less forested vegetation, but the osteological remains tend to confirm
such a conclusion. Zone hi has a higher proportion of horse bones than

sloth bones and a possible saber-toothed tiger remains while Zone h has
beside evidence of these animals bones of puma, hog-nosed skunk,

extinct deer, paleo-llama and possibly mastodon, all animals that would
have come from a more forested vegetation. Further, there were
pieces of gourd (probably wild) rind in this deposit. Radiocarbon
determinations indicate the final climatic phase occurred roughly

between 11, 000 and 13, 000 B. C. and that phase may have been in exist-

ence from as early as 14, 000 B. C. ,
perhaps with the less forested

phase commencing at the beginning of Zone i times at 15,000 or

14,000 B.C.
The artifacts of the Ayacucho complex include ten of the eleven

Paccaicasa types numbering about 147, and 20 of these were small

plano-convex denticulates made of chert which contrasted with the single

tufa example from Zone il. There were, however, about 100 artifacts

belonging to 16 artifact types that did not occur in Paccaicasa and only

two of them thin flake side scrapers (with three or four examples) and

small crude plano-convex spokeshaves (with about six examples) were
present in the later phases. Of these 14 diagnostic types, six were of

bone and the others were of chipped stone. The latter include pebble

spokeshaves or concave side scrapers (6), pebble choppers (2), split

pebble scraper planes or cores (5), sliced pebble side scrapers (8), side

scrapers with the cortex of the pebble still present (3), unifacial

projectile points (9), nuclear type burins (6) and a single fluted wedge.

As a whole, the chipped stone industry is distinctive in that it is

characterized by unifacial tools although some of the bifacial-like cores

and pebble tools continue to occur. Perhaps as distinctive as the stone
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tools were those of bone of extinct animals that include large triangular

projectile points (3), an antler punch or flaker, a sloth rib flesher, a

polished horse phalange tube or bead, and two groups that are really not

artifact types that include cut or whittled polished sloth bone (9), and
polished and scratched bone (9).

As of this present writing, no artifact congeries found in either

North or South America can be shown to be directly related to our
Ayacucho phase. Materials from the Exacto surface complex of

Ecuador (Lanning, 1970), the Laguna de Tagua-Tagua materials in

central Chile (J. Monlane, 1968), the artifacts from El Abra rock shelter

in Columbia (Hurt, 1970), and the Guitarrero I artifacts from northern
Peru (Lynch and Kennedy, 1970) have been mentioned as being related,

but the artifact similarities are to the more general unifacial types of

the Ayacucho complex not the diagnostic types. Congeries similar to

Ayacucho must exist but so far acceptable evidence of their presence
has not been brought to light.

Following the Ayacucho phase is the period from 11,000 to 8800
B. C. Our analysis is not sufficiently advanced to define an artifact

complex for this period. We have only studied three artifacts from
Zone h of Pikimachay cave. These three artifacts are a prismatic
blade, a distinctive flat-topped scraper plane with denticulated edges
and a flake side scraper. Perhaps more study of the materials from
Zone h, or Zone gl, or from the junction of both of them will yield the

necessary sample, but for the moment this period represents a lacuna
in our sequence.

The next complex is also poorly understood for most of it was
dug up during the final days of work in Jaywamachay (Ac 335) and
almost none of the artifacts had been catalogued before we left Peru.
We did, however, examine the bags of unwashed materials from Zones
Jl, J2 and J3 in Ac 335 and found about 30 distinctive artifacts, perhaps
a third of the total found. These were the basis for defining the Huanta
complex. Very distinctive for the complex were Fell's cave or El Inga

points (5), rubbing and/or hammerstones (4), a neatly chipped half-moon
side scraper, sheared back half-moon side scraper (2), a long narrow
teardrop keeled end scraper, a plano-convex teardrop end scraper, a

slab cleaver or chopper, crude blades (5), a large keeled pointed side

scraper, a long bone fleshing tool and distinctive burins made on arti-

facts (2), a large rectangular end scraper, a plano-convex ovoid

denticulate tool, a flake end scraper, a Puente pointed point or drill, a

single Puente incipient stemmed projectile point and a number of small

and large irregular side scrapers. The abundant faunal remains,
including extinct deer and possibly horse, suggest these people were
specialized nomadic hunters. Except for its blades and the plano-convex
denticulate, there is, at present, little evidence for deriving it from our

earlier Zone h of Ac 100 or the Ayacucho phase. As we shall see, most of

the traits (14~of 20) carry on into the following Puente complex so there

is good evidence for concluding that Huanta developed into Puente. In
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fact, only the blades, the El Inga points, the burins and the plano-convex
ovoid denticulate distinguish Huanta from Puente and further analysis

may show that Huanta is really nothing but an early aspect of the Puente
phase. In terms of wider areal relationships most of Huanta T s distinc-

tive traits, except for the half- moon side scrapers, occur at El Inga site

in Ecuador (Bell, 1965) and the complex has similarities to the less

adequately described materials from the lowest levels of Fell T s Cave
(Bird, 1938, Bird, 1946). Certainly, these three complexes of tools

are somehow related. Whether they are part of a South American bifacial

tradition (Lanning, 1967) or related to the fluted point tradition of

North America (Bell, 1960) is, however, much more problematical.
Crossdating of the Huanta complex, as well as our own CI 4 dates,

would tend to suggest that it existed in the general period from 8800 to

7700 B. C. A cursory glance at the faunal remains associated with the

Huanta tools reveals the presence of a possible horse bone, bones of

some sort of extinct deer and llama or camel bones. The presence of

riverine sands in Zone K suggest that this occupation might be roughly

contemporaneous with the period just after the building of the high

terrace that might be roughly contemporaneous with the last glacial

advance. Rock fall and soil color led the excavator of the cave, one of

our authors, Mr. Garcia, to surmize that the occupation occurred in a

period cooler than at present. Further studies including zoology, soils

and pollen should enlighten us as to the ecology while artifact analysis

will do much to describe more adequately the artifact congeries as well

as its wider implications.

The Puente phase is far better defined than any of the previous

ones as we have examined over 250 artifacts from it. Also, components
of this phase were found in a number of different ecological zones with

there being components Zones G, H, I and J from Ac 335 in the humid
scrub forest, Zone f2 of Pikimachay and Zone F of Ac 244 in the dry

thorn forest, and Zone XIII and possibly Zone XHA at As 158 being a

deposit in the desert-like part of the grassland. In spite of the fact that

these people exploited a number of micro- environments, the relatively

large proportion of large mammal bones and the uniformity of their tool

kit would seem to indicate they were small bands who undertook predomi-
nantly specialized hunting in all environmental niches at all seasons.

As mentioned before, many of the traits of Huanta continue into

the Puente phase and the slab cleavers, keeled end scrapers, plano-

convex teardrop end scraper, keeled pointed side scrapers, sheared

semi-lunar and retouched backed semi-lunar side scrapers, and flake

end scrapers are just as diagnostic of Puente as of Huanta. The Puente

pointed and Puente incipient stemmed projectile points and back blunted

half-moon side scrapers which occurred in Huanta, however, seem more
diagnostic of Puente. New Puente traits include Puente pentagonal points,

Ayamachay points, Ayampatin points, ovoid plano-convex end scrapers,

large ovoid plano-convex triangular end scrapers, split pebble choppers,

semi-lunar plano-convex spokeshaves, large ovoid flat-top end scrapers,
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flake choppers, flake burins and triangular gouges. Some of these
types appear in the more abundant later Jaywa complex but are hardly
diagnostic of it. Some rare traits in Puente such as battered nodules,
large ovoid flat-top end scrapers, small ovoid battered end scrapers,
Puente ovoid points do, however, become more popular and diagnostic
of later phases. Certainly Puente is ancestral to Jaywa. On a wider
level, the artifacts at Puente show the greatest resemblance to those
found in the lower levels of Tres Ventanas cave in the central coast
(Engel, 1966) and there are some similarities to materials found in

Lauricocha I (Cardich, 1964) and Guitarrero I in the central Andes
(Lynch and Kennedy, 1970) Pampa Colorada on the south coast of Peru
(Vescelius, 1969) and possibly to the quarry materials of Chivateros II

on the central coast of Peru (Lanning, 1967).

The C14 dates indicate that the Puente phase existed roughly
between 7700 and 6600 B. C. Bones, mainly of llama and deer, and soils

indicate the climate and vegetation were becoming more like the present
but much further study is necessary before the ecology at this time
period can be truly understood.

We studied over 1000 artifacts from the Jaywa phase and there are
many more awaiting analysis. Further, components exist from most of

our micro-environments with Zone C of Ac 300 being in the tundra,

Zones C, D, E and F coming from Ac 335 in the humid scrub forest,

Zone fl from Ac 100 was in the thorn forest as was Zone F from Ac 102,

and Zones XI, XIA, XII and possibly XIIA from As 158 were in the desert-

like part of the thorn forest grassland area.

From a very superficial comparison of roughly contemporaneous
occupations (about 6500 B. C. ) from Zone XI of As 158 and from Zone E
of Ac 335 in two different ecological zones, the grassland desert, and
the humid scrub forest respectively, it would appear that peoples of this

time period were scheduling their activities in certain zones in certain

seasons. What our comparisons have revealed so far was that Zone XI
of As 158 from the desert-like micro-environment was occupied during

the wet season, as evidenced by the bird bones. During this seasonal

occupation the people seemed to have subsisted on small game and plant

foods and one of their main activities was flint knapping and the making
of projectile points as well as sets of activities that required the use of

large numbers of flake side scrapers and grinding implements. This
occupation contrasts with the roughly contemporaneous one in Zone E of

Ac 335 in the humid scrub forest. On the basis of the deer fetal bones,

Zone E seemed to have been occupied during the dry season. The
subsistence at this time was based mainly on the hunting of large mam-
mals (deer and llama) and the abundance of well made knife-like tools

and end scrapers suggest that one of the major activities, beside hunting,

was butchering and the preparation of skins. When the materials are

studied in this manner from the other components, we believe we will be

able to obtain an understanding of the scheduling factor of the Jaywa
people which, in turn, may turn out to be a major factor in the under-

standing of the process of the domestication of plants and animals.
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Even at this stage of our investigation, there are hints of the

domestication of llama and guinea pig as well as plants during Jaywa
times. The achiote seeds, gourd, and cresentia squash rinds and
possible skins of peppers were uncovered in Jaywa levels. As might be
suspected with this fundamental shift in the system, there appears to

have been major changes in technology. Quispe stemmed, Lauricocha
stemmed, Jaywa stemmed and Jaywa round base projectile points,

teardrop, disk and hemispherical thumbnail end scrapers, lenticular

keeled, strangulated and large hemispherical end scrapers, large and
small semi-lunar and ovoid side scrapers, burins and bone tools include

ulna awls, conical awls, tubular beads and triangular pendants appear
to be diagnostic of the Jaywa phase. Some traits that were diagnostic of

Puente lasted into this phase and some traits occur that become more
popular in Piki or later times. The latter include grinding stones,

Puyenca and Canario points, reverse retouch side knives and end of

blade scrapers.

In terms of relationships, there is good evidence of cultural

continuity from Puente to Jaywa into Piki. Arenal (Lanning, 1967, 1963)

and the middle levels of Tres Ventanas cave (Engel, 1966) from the

central Peruvian coast are closely related to Jaywa. Material from
Toquepala cave in the southern Andes (Ravines, 1966), Guitarrero II

(Lynch and Kennedy, 1970) and Lauricocha II (Cardich, 1964) from the

central Andes have a few similar traits but for the most part are rather

different from Jaywa. C14 dates for Jaywa components as well as

crossdates from the related cultural complexes indicate that the phase
spanned the period from roughly 6600 to 5500 B. C.

When we started the 1970 season one of the prime objectives

was to amplify our knowledge of the Piki complex for it seemed that this

was when the domestication of plants began. In terms of numbers of

artifacts, we accomplished our objective for we studied about 2,100 and

there were many more unstudied from about 25 excavated components.
However, from the standpoint of components from a variety of ecological

niches our sample is not as good as that of Jaywa for while we have six

components (Zones f
,
W, U, K and X) from Ac 100 in the thorn forest

and 17 (X, EXA, IX, VIII, VIIA, VII, VIA, VI, V, IVA, IV, IE, IIB, IIA1,

IIA and IIAo from As 158 in the grassland thorn forest and but one poorly

documented component from the tundra (Zone D of Ac 351) we found none

from the other micro- environments. Nevertheless, even with these

relatively poor samples from the micro- environments there is some
evidence of seasonal scheduling but more study is needed. Also, we
have some evidence of agriculture but it is far from convincing for we
have but a few seeds of quinoa, some gourd, and possibly some squash

remains. Also, some of the bones of llama and guinea pig may be those

of domesticates.

In spite of these failings, the artifact complex from Piki is

extremely well-defined. Diagnostic of the phase are the point types that

started previously such as Puyenca and Canario as well as new types
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such as Piki straight base, Chira stemmed, Ayacucho stemmed, Jaywa
triangular and Chihua ovoid projectile points, denticulated side scrapers,
end of blade scrapers, fine and crude conoidal core scraper planes,
concave sided end scrapers and pierced bone awls. Also, diagnostic

of the phase are other traits that last into later horizons and these would
be the Piki and Jaywa ovoid points, narrow nosed end scrapers, thin and
thick reverse retouch side scrapers, flake scraper planes, maqana or
doughnut shaped digging weights and a wide variety of mullers and milling

stones and mortars.
In terms of relationships, the artifacts of Piki resemble those

from the upper levels of Tres Ventanas Cave (Engel, 1966) and Canario
of the central Peruvian coast (Lanning, 1963), those from the Chira site

on the south coast (Vescelius, 1969, Vescelius and Lanning, 1963), and
those from the Quishqui Puncu site to the north central highlands

(Lynch, 1967). Piki, as well as these horizons, should fall in the

general period from 5500 to 4300 B.C.
We had also hoped to excavate some Chihua open sites in various

micro- environments this season but none we tested turned out to be
worthwhile so we have our work delineated for us next season. Our
sample, although it needed to be augmented, is not inadequate as we
have studied about 500 artifacts from 11 components in three micro-
environments. These would be Zones VH and VHI of Pikimachay, Zone
D of Ac 117, Zone H of Ac 240, and Zones lfl, Ig, Ih, Ihl, Ih2 and II

from the Puente site. Diagnostic artifacts for the Chihua phase include

Piki ovoid, Puente ovoid, Chihua triangular, Canario ovoid, Jaywa
triangular and Jaywa pointed projectile points, large ovoid double edge
side scrapers, discoidal scraper planes, large rectangular end scrapers,

long narrow scraper planes, n coup de poing" choppers, oblique nosed
end scrapers, narrow nosed end scrapers, flake scraper planes, gouge-
like spokeshaves, denticulated side scrapers, small battered end
scrapers, cuboid chopper cores, flat-top scraper planes, flake end
scrapers, maqana and many ground stone tools such as manos, mullers,

pestles, mortars, etc. Equally diagnostic of the phase are the preserved
domesticate plant remains that include cotton, lucuma, primitive types

of corn, sapindus fruits, tara and a possible bean. The corn is extremely
interesting for W. C. Galinat's study so far shows the cobs to be a very
primitive ancestral or prototype of the most primitive type of corn known
among the modern races of Peru called Confite Morocho (Grobman et al.

,

1961). Dr. Galinat was of the opinion that such a corn did not come out

of any of the earlier types in Mexico and might possibly represent an

independent domestication of corn in the highlands of the Andes. Much
study is still needed before this speculation is turned into fact.

In terms of relationship, Chihua has many artifact resemblances
to Encanto (Patterson and Moseley, 1968) and the village and monument
1 at Chilca (Engel, 1966) on the central Peruvian coast. The associated

C14 dates indicate all are roughly of the same time period from about

4300to 2800 B.C.
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Our final pre-ceramic phase, Cachi, is less well known than the
previous ones for we examined only about 300 artifacts from excavation
from only 14 components, Zones If, le, Id, lc, lb and la from As 158,

Zones VI, F, G and H from Ac 100, Zone E from Ac 102, Zone H from
Ac 240, Zone C of Ac 117 and Zone Cl from Ac 351.

Although components in the caves exist in all our ecological

zones and perhaps in all seasons, we consider the sample skewed from
the standpoint that the majority of Cachi sites found in the survey are
large open camps or villages and not in caves. From our meager
sample of domesticated plants in the components, it is our opinion that

the people were practicing agriculture of at least corn, beans, cotton,

gourd, squash, tara, lucuma and from the feces, perhaps even coca.

The "hoes," also, suggest that root crops might have been utilized but

the evidence is far from secure.

From our preliminary study of Cachi, it would appear that many
artifact types, particularly the scraper planes and ground stone tools

carry on from the previous Chihua horizon. New to Cachi are: Cachi
stemmedjTambillo triangular and Quispe triangular projectile points,

discoidal bifaces, irregular thumbnail end scrapers, triangular plano-

convex end scrapers, stemmed scraping planes, chipped hoes,

rectangular paint stones and decorated bone awls. In terms of relation-

ships, our Cachi materials resemble some of those of the late pre-
ceramics on the Peruvian coast such as Pampa, Playa Hermosa,
Conchas and Gaviota (Patterson and Moseley, 1968). In terms of C14
dates, we estimate that Cachi existed from about 1700 to 2800 B.C.

Analysis of the ceramic remains are at present not sufficiently

advanced to do any more than make a few comments about the sequences
of the ceramic phases. The ceramic phase terminology is taken from
Lumbreras (Lumbreras, 1961) and based not only on his earlier work
in the Ayacucho basin but also on preliminary analysis of the superficial

ceramics of about 250 of our survey sites. Undoubtedly, this preliminary
terminology will be modified as excavation of more stratified sites

occur in the next season.

So far in the Ayacucho-Huanta basin, no sites have been found

that definitely can be assigned to the initial period roughly from 1000

to 1700 B. C. This we consider to be a fault of the archaeological

investigations and not necessarily a cultural lacuna in our sequence or

a late extension of pre-ceramic complexes in the area.

The next phase, Wichqana (Flores, 1960), from 1000 to 400 B. C.

was represented not only by the materials from excavation by Vescelius,

but also by surface collection material studied by Lumbreras.
Undoubtedly, further analysis will reveal a number of architectural

phases and new monochrome black, red and brown pottery type that will

allow us to further sub-divide the period.

The next two phases are called Chupas from about 400 to 200 B. C.

and Rancha from about 200 B. C. to roughly the time of Christ. Further

work both in the field as well as the lab is badly needed before we can

understand these two phases.
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The Huarpa phase is characterized by black-on-white pottery and
may have extended from at least 100 B. C. to perhaps 300 or 400 A.D.
Already, Lumbr eras' s studies have indicated early, middle and late

periods in the phase and Benavides was undertaking excavations in the

Huanta area while this report was being written. These two studies

should do much to clarify the picture of the phase as well as the relation-

ship to both the earlier and later phases in the area.

The Ocros phase is next and the stratigraphic excavation at

Conchopata, (As 3), by Lumbreras this season showed that it came after

Huarpa and was followed by Conchopata (or Wari 1), Robles Maqo (Wari

2), and Vinaque (Wari 3), and the Huamanga phases roughly in the

period from 400 to 1100 A.D. (Menzell, 1946). This is the general
period of urbanization and the Wari empire. It is the apogee of cultural

development in our region and may be considered the period when civili-

zation began in the region. Obviously, tremendous amounts of study and
excavation, far beyond the scope of our project, are needed before we
can have anything but superficial knowledge of this whole period.

The transition from Huamanga of post Wari times to the following

Pataraqay phase is completely unknown. Moreover, the Pataraqay and
perhaps later on contemporaneous phases Arqalla, Qachisqo and
Caballyayoc phase (all of which are embraced in the all encompassing
term Chanka) are mainly known from surface collections and all of them
are very little understood (Lumbreras, 1959). Much investigation on

them, as well as the Inca period phase Aya Orqo, is needed and should

be done by archaeologists working together with historians and ethno-

historians. Again, this type of study is for the most part beyond the

scope of our present project.

In conclusion, it would appear that in spite of the tremendous
amount of new information we uncovered in our second season, 1970,

the problems to be solved are still numerous. There is now, however,
one difference and that is the major problems not only can be rather

exactly defined and delimited but we even know where to go and how to

solve them. Future endeavors of the project shall attempt to solve some
of these specific problems at specific sites as well as completely
analyze and describe the vast amounts of materials uncovered in the last

two seasons. Thus, we end Season n realizing that the survey has been
fairly complete, our major stratigraphic excavations of the pre- ceramic
undertaken and specialized interdisiplinary studies begun. Perhaps,
now, we can look forward to the day when we can get down to the "nitty

gritty" of archaeology - the interpretations of our materials and the

attacking of wider problems concerned with theory about cultural

process.
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